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THE PPITH OF A PATHFINDER: UALKER'S ROUTE

TO CALIFORNTA IN 1833

ARSTRACT: Joseph Reddeford Ualker conducted
a party of men across the Sierra Nevada to the
Pacific coast of California in 1833. Previous
interpretations of the portion of the route
from Humboldt Sink, Nevada, to the San Joaquin
River, California, are not satisfactory. A

body of descriptions of the terrain traversed
exists in the narrative of Zenas Leonard, and
is sufficient to reconstruct the route with
more precision. Coincidence of the distribu-
tions of specific aspects of the physical
geography of the area results in identification
of major points of passage. The distributions
of pumice, highly alkaline lakes, and Ephydra
hians lead to the conclusion that Ualker
passed near Mono Lake, California. The distri-
bution of canyons and of vegetation similarly
identifies the dividing ridge between the
Tuolumne and Merced rivers, California, as a
point of passage. Further refinement of the
route by correlation of the descriptions with
the actual terrain provides a detailed route.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 1833 a party of men under the lead

ership of Joseph Reddeford LJaJker left the Green River

valley in Wyoming bound for California. In the fall of the

same year Walker's party became the first white men to make

a westward crossing of the Sierra Nevada, California. Des

pite what seems to be a sufficient body of information
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concerning the travels of this party, there has been as yet

no common agreement on the route followed by Walker.

Though historical interest is sufficient reason to

desire more precise location of Walker's route, it is also

to be noted that accounts of the Walker expedition have

occasionally been cited in anthropologic literature.1 Thus,

determination of Walker's route should be of anthropologic

as well as historical value.

1\lthough information concerning the expedition is

relatively abundant, it is not possible to trace Walker's

route accurately from the literature directly. The major

problems are confused dates, and descriptions of' terrain

features thaL are too general for unique identification.

However, I believe that descriptions of a sufficient variety

of' nonubiquitous terrain features are available to allow a

more precise determination of Walker's route by

of distributions," i.e., the mental or cartographic super-

position of the distributions of the various features of

terrain described, in order to determine a number of specific

points along the route. P new interpretation of the route

of Walker's party based on the above methodology is subse-

quently presented.

The California aedition

Joseph Reddeford Walker was born December 13, 1795,

in Roane County, Tennessee. He moved with his family to
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Missouri in 1813 where, after spending several years in the

fur trade, he served as sheriff of Jackson County from 1827

to 1831. At Fort Gibson in 1831, while in the business of

securing and furnishing horses to the fur traders at Inde-

pendence, Walker met with Captain Benjamin L. E. Bonneville,

Seventh Infantry, U. S. Army.2 Bonneville had been develop-

ing a scheme to explore, while on temporary leave from the

army and with financial backing of eastern fur merchants,

the territory west of the Rocky Mountains.3 Walker accepted

the offer of a position as lieutenant and guide for Bonne-

ville's expedition, and after much initial preparation the

expedition of 110 men left Fort Usage, on the Missouri River

not far from Independence, on May 1, 1832.

The summer of 1833 found Bonneville's company en

camped in the Green River Ja11ey, in the present state of

Wyoming, about 250 km. east of' Great Salt Lake. On July 24

a brigade of' forty men under Walker was detached from Bonne

.4villa's company, and set out for California. Walker s

party passed around Great Salt Lake to the headwaters of the

Humboldt River, traveled down the Humboldt to the vicinity

of Carson Sink in presentday Nevada, crossed the Sierra

Nevada into the central valley of California, and wintered

in Monterey on the California coast. In the spring of 1834,

Walker's party left California, crossing the Sierra Nevada

at a pass, which now bears Walker's name, near the southern

terminus of the range and proceeded generally northward
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until they encountered traces of their westward journey of

the previous fall. The party then followed their former

course up the Humboldt River, and rejoined Bonneville's

company in the early summer of 1834.

Information concerning the travels of Walker's Cali

fornia expedition has been directly or indirectly derived

from six members of the party: Zenas Leonard, Joseph Meek,

Stephen Meek, George Nidever, William Craig, and Joseph

Walker himself.5 However, only the account provided by

Leonard is anything other than superficial. Leonard's

narrative is fairly detailed, but is rather confused in

portions. Pts a result, the portion of Walker's westward

travels from approximately the terminus or the Humboldt

River through the crossing of the Sierra Nevada has never

been determined with any degree of certainty.

Previous Interpretations of Walker's Route

There have been several original attempts to detail

route across the Sierra Nevada, the majority of

such attempts bing best characterized as indifferent with

respect to correlation of the existing accounts with topo-

graphic features ( Map ). H. H. Bancroft simply accepted

with corroboration by Nidever's account, the account given

in the Sonoma Democrat obituary of Joseph Walker:

...from the [Carson] sink, southwestward
by what are now Carson lake and Walker
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lake and river, over the Sierra near
the head waters of the Nerced, and
down into the San Joaquin Valley.6

H. N. Chittenden, following Leonard's account, sug-

gested Walker began crossing the Sierra in the vicinity of

Sonora Pass, but eventually worked his way south to the

headuaters of the Nerced River, which he followed out of the

mountains into the San Joaquin Valley.7 F. F. Victor, osten-

sibly on the basis of Joseph ileek's recollections, gave the

route as from the neighborhood of Humboldt Sink to Pyramid

Lake, thence up the Truckee River, across the Sierra and

into the Sacramento \ialley.8

B. S. Watson, following Leonard's account, stated

that Walker followed up the Carson River from its sink until

the terrain became impassable, then struck southward to the

.9
vicinity of presentday Bridgeport, California. Walker

then followed up a valley and crossed the Sierra Nevada,

coming down the ridge between the Nerced and Tuolumne rivers,

passing through the luolumne grove of Big Trees (Seguoiaden

dron giganteurn), and into the San Joaquin Valley.

The writers above included interpretations of Walker's

route within larger works on topics of a more general nature,

and apparently relied heavily on historical documents. Only

Watson attempted to correlate the historical evidence with

known topographic features, and even here much serious

effort is not evident. There have been others, however,



who have focused their efforts more or less directly on the

problem of Walkerts route. Each of them used Leonard's

narrative as a basis for his interpretation.

F. N. Fletcher addressed the issue in two publica

tions, and suggested that Walker left Carson Lake by way of

the Carson River, along which he traveled until reaching a

point in Carson Jalley a few miles south of presentday

Carson City, where he then proceeded up a canyon and across

the Sierra Nevada.10 Fletcher felt Walker must have then

traveled southward along the Sierra Nevada summit from a

point east of Lake Tahoe to the vicinity of Carson Pass.

Fletcher did not attempt to trace the route farther, though

he felt Walker probably passed along the ridge north of

Yosemite Valley into the San Joaquin Valley.

W. N. Naule concerned himself mainly with the portion

of the route from the Carson Desert to the summit of the

Sierra Nevada.11 Naule plotted Waiker's route on a series

of 1:125,000 LI. S. C. S. topographic maps, and left very

little written explanation. Plaule indicated that Walker

followed up the Carson River to Churchill Valley, where he

crossed the Carson River and proceeded generally southsouth-

west, passing through Churchill Canyon and along the eastern

base of the Pine Nut Nountains which Walker then ascended

at a point approximately westsouthwest of Artesia Lake.

Naule then gave Walker's route as generally to the southwest,
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passing across [)ouble Spring Flat, then passing south of

presentday [1arkleeville through Pleasant Valley, Indian

Valley, and into Hermit Valley. The route was not plotted

farther, but Maule stated his belief that Walker saw the

Calaveras Grove of Big Trees, so Ilaule must have believed

that Walker passed southwest from Hermit Valley along the

ridge immediately north of the Stanislaus River, through

the Calaveras Grove and thence into the San Joaquin Valley.

F. P. Farquhar, having recognized the difficulties of

tracing Leonard's account on a daybyday basis, conclUded

that Walker had traveled from Humboldt Sink over an unknown

route to Bridgeport Valley, California, and from there

ascended the Sierra Nevada via one of the tributaries of

East Walker River (probably Green Creek or Virginia Creek),

and crossed into the vicinity of Virginia Canyon of the

Tuolumne drainage.'2 From there Walker proceededsouthwest,

crossed the Tuolumne River probably near Conness Creek, and

traversed the ridge between the Tuolumne and lerced rivers,

passing by Tenaya Lake and subsequently through either the

Merced or Tuolumne Grove of Big Trees, and thence down to

the San Joaquin Valley.

If anything may be concluded from the above inter-

pretations, it is that Walker's route from Humboldt Sink

to the San Joaquin Valley is in doubt. It is difficult to

place confidence in any one of the above interpretations for
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various reasons. The interpretations of Chittenden, Victor,

and Watson do not allow the reader to evaluate the inter

preter's methodology. In addition Victor's proposed route

is based on information furnished by Joseph fleck which is

conspicuously divergent from that of other sources. The

proposals by [laule and Fletcher seem to rely too heavily on

daybyday reconciliation of topography uith a portion of

Leonard's narrative which is obviously characterized by large

gaps between given dates. Bancroft's proposal, though gen-

erally suggesting what I believe to he the correct route,

lacks detail and evidences no serious interpretive effort.

Farquhar's effort is admirably thorough. It is the

most reasoned and detailed effort of the group. However,

I believe that Farquhar was mistaken in his interpretation

of the portion of Walker's route from the vicinity of Carson

Sink to the point of initial ascent of the Sierra Nevada.
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II. DESCRIPTION 1ND EJf\LUATION OF SOURCES

Six members of Walker's party have directly or in-

directly left accounts of the 1833-1834 expedition to Call-

13
fornia. The best account of the expedition is the detailed

narrative of Zenas Leonard, who kept a journal of hisexper

iences in the fur trade in the West for a period of' over

four years beginning in 1pril, 1831. Leonard was induced to

publish an account of his adventures after he returned to

Pennsylvania in 1835. He apparently had lost portions of

his journal, uhi.ch probably accounts for gaps and omissions

14characterizing portions of the narrative. His publisher

received the manuscript late in 1838, and the account was

first published in book form in 1839. This narrative has

been the basis of the best of the previous interpretations

of Walkerts route, and is the primary source for this inter-

pretation as well, the following sources serving with few

exceptions only to verify the basic authenticity of Leonard's

narrative. Ptpproximately 10,000 words in Leonard's narrative

are devoted to the portion of Walker's route under study

here, and from this pertinent descriptions of the physical

and cultural landscape have been extracted, and paraphrased

(I\ppendix)

William Craig's brief account in the Leuiston Norning

Tribune yields no information that would have any bearing

on the portion of Walker's route under examination here.
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Stephen Meek's autobiography states only that:

We discovered Truckee, Carson, and Walker
rivers, Donner Lake and Walker's pass,
through which we went and pitched our
camp for the winter on the shore of Tulare
Lake, in December, 1833.15

Stephen Meek's account published in the Niles Register fur-

nishes no information that would in itself contribute to

identification of the route, but some dates were given which

are of corroborative value, provided allowance is made for

an error of exactly three years in date with respect to

Leonard's narrative (1836 as opposed to Leonard's 1833).

Nidever's autobiography states that:

In June of 1834 [sic] we crossed the Sierra
Nevada mountains and came down through a
valley between the Merced and Tuolemi
[Tuolumne] rivers, into the San Joaquin
Valley.. 16

In addition, Nidever discussed events which corroborate por-

tions of Leonard's narrative.

Joseph Meek's account, coming doun to us through the

writings of Victor, poses a unique problem in that it is

difficult to separate interpretation from fact. In addition

there seems to be reason to believe the account may have been

embellished somewhat. However, phrases like Icanyons

thousands of feet deap.,! the crossing "...of immense

fields, or rather oceans, of granite.," and being sur-

rounded by "...rocky peaks and pinnacles fretted by ages of'

denudation to very spears and needles of a burnt looking, red

colored rock..." seem to be worthy of consideration.17 Also,
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Victor's contention that Walker, while in the San Jose

Valley, California, encountered a company of Spanish sol-

diers who then conducted Walker's party to Monterey, although

possibl.y distorted does tend to corroborate a more plausible

account of an incident to be subsequently discussed.18

Joseph Walker himself was the source of three separate

accounts of the expedition. Walker was the indirect source

of the account given in Irving's Adventures of Captain Bonne-

ville. This account is of no aid in ascertaining Walker's

route, but it does corroborate events given in Leonard's

narrative, and gives what is probably the correct date of

the previously mentioned departure of the expedition from

Green River Valley. The occasionof Joseph Walker's death

on October 27, 1876, prompted publication of obituaries of'

Walker in the Sonoma Democrat and the Saq Jose Pioneer, both

of which were founded on interviews with Walker.19 The

Democrat account states that Walker proceeded from Humboldt

Sink to Carson Lake, then to Walker River and Lake, sau Mono

Lake, and crossed the Sierra Nevada near the headwaters of

the Merced River. It also gives the location of the camp,

where the meteor shower of November 12, 1833 was observed, to

be on the San Joaquin River "below" the mouth of the Tuolumne

20 .

River. The Pioneer obituary stated that Walker initially

hoped to pass through the Sierra Nevada by way of a river

that was reported to pass through the Sierra Nevada to the
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Pacific coast (the mythical Buenaventura River). This

corroborates a statement by Fremont to be subsequently

discussed. In addition, the Pioneer account also states

the following:

His first attempt to descend to the west
was near the headuaters of the Tuolumne,
which he found impossible but on working
a little to the southwest he struck the
waters of the Merced and got into the
Jalley of the San Joaquin. His was the
first white man's eyes that ever looked
upon Yosemite...

There are three additional sources of information that

lend credence either to Leonard's account or to conclusions

drawn here, though none is an account of the expedition a

se. The frchives of San Jose contain a document stating

that a company of Californians under one Sebastian Peralta

encountered a party of what were termed "French" trappers

on the San Joaquin River from whom three horses stolen from

Californians were taken.2l careful reading of the document

further suggests that the place of encounter must have been

no farther north than the general vicinity of the toke1umne

River, and must have taken placE in early November, 1833,

certainly prior to November 10. If the Democrat account is

correct in placing Walker very near the Tuolumne River mouth

on November 12, then the encounter must have been between the

mouths of the Tuolumne and Merced rivers. The horses were

likely those Walker acquired from the Indians in the San

Joaquin Valley, which had Spanish brands.22 assuming a
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negligible likelihood of another band of trappers being in

the immediate vicinity under similar circumstances at the

same time, this document clearly supports the accuracy of

Leonard's narrative with respect to date and general location.

The aforementioned account by Victor as derived from Joseph

Neek seems to recount the above situation, but probably is

related to an occurrence later in November after Walker's

23party had already reached the Pacific coast.

L. H. Bunnell, in defending his stature as a member of

the first party of white men ever to set foot in Yosemite

Valley proper, in 1851, substantiated Walker's claim to have

traversed the ridge between the Tuolumne and Merced rivers.24

He quoted an Indian chief Tenieya as saying that a small

party of white men had once (apparently well prior to Bunnell

claim) crossed the mountains along the north side of Yosemite

Valley but did not descend into the valley proper. Bunnell

also triumphantly quoted Walker as admitting that Tenieya's

statement was in fact true, that Walker had kept near to the

divide, and had encamped on Bull Creek.

Several relevant pieces of information were found in

the writings of John Charles Fremont, who related a story

told by Walker concerning a previous incident when Walker and

a party of men, while in the region east of' the Sierra Nevada,

encountered some Indians encamped near a small salt

ake,I from whom Walker's men obtained some baqs of dried
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25
fly larvae used as food by the Indians. Leonard s nar-

rative contains two accounts of such an occurrence.26 Fre

mont also related, in connection with the trout of Pyramid

Lake, Nevada, a statement by Walker that implied Walker had

never seen Pyramid Lake.27 Finally, Fremont related a state-

ment by Walker that he, like Fremont, moved southward along

the eastern face of the Sierra Nevada,.searching in vain for

the Buenaventura Riier until hope for its existence was

abandoned, whereupon he turned "abruptly to the right" and

28
crossed the mountains. This conforms to the previously

mentioned statement in the Pioneer.
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III. IV1FITHCJ[)OLOOY OF RECONSTRUCTION

In reconstructing Walker's route, a preliminary route

corridor was first determined on the basis of the historical

documents. Next the physical descriptions were analyzed,

searching for those characteristics which seemed most dis-

tinctive in order to determine some major points traversed

along the route. Finally, the detail of the route between

major points was established, in conformance with the des

cription.s given and other evidence.

Preliminary Route Corridor

Careful study of the evidence summarized above leads

to a preliminary conclusion that Walker, after leaving the

vicinity of the Carson Desert, Nevada, crossed the Sierra

Nevada and came dou.n into the. San Joaquin Valley of Cali-

fornia. Evidence also strongly suggests that Walker tra-

versed the dividing ridge between the Merce.d and Tuolumne

rivers in what is now Yosemite National Park. However, this

conclusion was not immediately drawn because of a possible

bias in some of the evidence. Bunnell demonstrated the

existence of considerable controversy on the matter of who

should be credited as nonIndian discoverer of Yosemite

Valley. 29
Walker is the source of much of the evidence for

a route passing over the Tuolumneerced divide, which cer-

tainly tends to substantiate his claim for discovery of
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Yosemite (as evidenced by the epitaph on his grave marker:

"...Camped at Yosemite, Nov. 13, 1e33..."), and since this

evidence does not predate Bunnell's discovery date in 1851,

it was felt that further substantiation of this location

should be made, if possible.

Reconstruction of the Route

The formulation of the preliminary corridor above

aiJous restriction of the area requiring more intensive

study, resulting in a considerable saving in study effort.

In this case the possibility of a crossing via Truckee and

merican rivers Into the Sacramento Jal1ey, California, was

eliminated. Niore precise determination of Walker's route

involves correlation of various topographic features with

descriptions of terrain as given in the Leonard narrative.

Some of the descriptions were of relatively uncommon features;

other descriptions were of features exhibiting varying degrees

of commonality. In general, the features were examined in a

subjectivelydetermined order of increasing ubiquity in order

to minimize unproductive effort.

Summary of Evidence

Zenas Leonard's narrative provides the basis for the

determination of Walker's route. This source was the only

source to provide great detail, and its basic veracity is

well supported by other accounts.' Portions of the account
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are apparently confused, however, probably because Leonard

had lost portions of his journal, as previously mentioned.

Although dates given in the account pertaining to the actual

traverse of the Sierra Nevada and subsequent descent into

the San Joaquin are probably correct, the earlier dates in

the account are not. They are apparently one calendar month

off, as indicated by the repetition of the date "September 4,"

and later reference to the occasion of its first use as "4th

of August" instead; the date of departure given by Irving

further substantiates the contention of a onemonth discrep-

31
ancy.

In addition, there seems to be a paucity of informa

tion on the area traversed between the Carson Desert and the

point of ascent of the Sierra Nevada. This is a problem that

requires subjective interpretation, and will subsequently be

discussed further.

Jt is not difficult to conclude from Leonard's nar

rative that Walker traversed the following general areas:

a) Humboldt Sink, Nevada, and adjacent

portions of the Carson Desert, Nevada;

b) The southwest portion of the pluvial

Lake Lahontan drainage adjacent to

the eastfacing slope of the Sierra

Nevada, California;

c) The Sierra Nevada;



d) The valley of the San Joaquin River,

California.

Summarizing Leonard's descriptions (Appendix), Walker's

party while in the Carson Desert is seen to have passed by a

chain of low swampy lakes in a generally dry and barren coun-

try. These lakes and environs were inhabited by a group of

poor Indians uho depended heavily on resources provided by

the lake environment for subsistence, notably the larvae of

a fly washed up on its shores.32

After leaving the vicinity of these lakes, Walker's

party encountered a large, highly alkaline lake in an area

where pieces of pumice were common and found scattered about

the lake and beaches. The immediate nighborhood was also

dry and barren, was adjacent to the eastfacing slope of the

Sierra Nevada, and was inhabited by Indians. The Indians

apparently harvested fly larvae from this lake, as had the

Indians in the Carson Desert. Near a river which flowed into

the lake and headed in the mountains, an Indian trail was

found, which traversed the mountains from the west as evi-

denced b' signs of horse trivel.33

Walker's party followed up this Indian trail and

crossed the Sierra Nevada. On the long trek across the

summit, deep snows and possibly glaciers were encountered.

The slopes of the peaks were barren at first, and gradually

the terrain began to support a scrubby timber. The latter

portion of the crossing was down a ridge which conveniently
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headed generally west between two inaccessibly deep and pre-

cipitous canyons. While descending the western slope along

this ridge the timber became abundant and large, some of

which must have been over nine meters in diameter.34

Finally, Walker's party reached the plains of the San

ioaquin alley. These plains were characterized by several

rivers which all had their sources in the Sierra Nevada and

35
ran parallel to each other toward the west.

Walker's Route Coincidence of Distributions

Determination of a few specific locations along the

route effects a considerable narrowing of the preliminary

corridor. In this case location of the alkaline lake near

the eastern base of the Sierra Nevada, and location of the

ridge traversed by Walker in crossing the mountains, effec-

tively determine the route in question.

The Ptlkaline Lake. The location of the alkaline lake

whose waters have superior washing qualities, whose shores

are strewn with pumice, and which supports the existence of

a fly whose larvae are harvested by Indians, has clearly been

a problem to interpreters of Walker's route. Fletcher,

Maule, and Watson apparently believed this to be Carson Lake

in the southern Carson Desert, Nevada ( Map ). Farquhar

recognized the possibility that Mono Lake, California, might

have been seen, but dismissed the idea, concluding that the
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narrative had not brought the party far enough south to en-

counter 1ono Lake.6 although a literal interpretation of

Leonard's narrative does at first suggest a single day's

travel from the vicinity of Humboldt Sink, and thus Carson

Lake, or possibly Walker Lake, as the source of the above

description, the previously demonstrated problems of con-

fused dates and large gaps between dates preclude strict

dependence on literal interpretations. The identification

of Walker Lake, or even worse, Carson Lake, necessitates the

conclusion that from September fourth to October tenth

Walker's party lingered in a barren area providing few re-

sources and inhabited by hostile Indians, while in a condi-

tion of low provisions and facing the crossing of an unknown

range of mountaina with winter approaching. I do not be-

lieve this would have been a sensible course of action, and

doubt that it occurred.

The lake in question was a "large" lake according to

Leonard, which must have meant that its dimensions would be

measured in miles (remembering that the party had seen Great

Salt Lake). The lakes generally fitting this description in

the basin of pluvial Lake Lahontan in Nevada are Pyramid

Lake, Liinnemucca Lake (now dry), Carson Sink and Carson Lake

(playa lakes subject to wide fluctuation in size), and

Walker Lake; in California the only reasonable candidate is,

mono Lake)7 The take inquestion was also highly alkaline,
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as evidenced by its water's capacity for washing clothes.

Although ll the lakes of this portion of the Great Basin

tend to be alkaline, Russell found only Soda Lakes, Nevada,

and Mono Lake, California to be extremely alkaline.38 Soda

Lakes are a pair of small lakes, the largest being about a

kilometer in diameter, located about twentyfive kilometers

northwest of Carson Lake.

The detergent property credited to the waters of the

lake in question is intriguing. Leonard said:

The water in this lake is similar to lie,
and tastes much like peartash. If this
river sicJ was in the vicinity of some
city, it would be of inestimable value,
as it is admirably calculated to wash
clothes without soap, and no doubt could
be appropriated to many valuable uses.39

Many wellknown persons have commented on the deter

gent property of Mono Lake waters, it was surprising to dis

cover. None was better known than Samuel Clemens, however,

uho commented:

...its waters are so strong with alkali
that you only dip the most hopelessly
soiled garment into them once or twice,
and wringing it out, it will be found
as clear as if it had been through the
ablest of washerwomen's hands. While
encamped there our laundry work was
easy. We tied the week's washing astern
of our boat, and sailed a quarter of a
mile, and the job was complete, all to
the wringing out. If we threw water on
our heads and gave them a rub or so, the
white lather would pile up three inches
high.40

No such commentary could be found for any other waters of
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the area.

Also related to the question of alkalinity is the

existence of a fly mentioned in Leonard's narrative in asso-

ciation with this lake and another in the vicinity of Hum-

boldt Sink.4' The larvae of this fly were harvested as food

by the Indians of the area. That this activity occurred

among the Northern Palute peoples of the Great Basin is

wellknown to anthropologists and others.42 Stewart indi-

cated only three sources of these larvae, termed Itcutsavilt

or "Kutsavi": Mono Lake, Soda Lakes and the south slough of

Pyramid Lake; no larvae were found in Carson Lake, according

to informants. That the larvae of this fly, [phydra hians,

existed (they no longer exist in Mono Lake44) in these lakes

was confirmed by Aldrich, iho found them only in Mono Lake,

Soda. Lakes, and the slough at Pyramid Lake for the portion

of the Great Basin here under study.45 Aldrich found that

a similar species preferred the less dense and alkaline

waters of Uinnemucca and Ualker lakes, but consumption by

Indians was mentioned in the case of [. hians only.

The existence of pumice around lakes in the western

Great Basin was also investigated. Russell, in inquiring

into the source of the pumiceous dust composing much of the

lacustrine sediments in the basin of pluvial Lake Lahontan,

reasoned that the onlyclose sources for such deposits were

the craters forming Soda Lakes, Mono Craters immediately

south of Mono Lake, and some other volcanic areas not in the
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study area.4b Chemical and optical analysis convinced

Russell that the pumiceous surface deposits and exposed

strata about Mono Lake were of the same material as that which

formed the Lahontan sediments, and that the materials forming

the Soda Lakes craters were entirely different; thus Russell

concluded Mono Craters were the source of the pumiceous sedi-

ments of the Lahontan basin. Russell made no mention of

surficial pumice deposits anywhere in the western Great Basin

other than at 11ono Lake.

The existence of pumice around Mono Lake is well doc

umented, and although the area covered by the pumice is very

47
large, Mono Lake is the only large lake in the vicinity.

Though Russell's monograph on Lahontan implied there were no

other pumice sites in the area, the matter was investigated

further by locating pumice mines in the study area, even

though this procedure did not differentiate between stirface

48
and subsurface deposits. No deposits were found in the

vicinity of any large lakes other than Mono Lake in the

western Great Basin of Nevada and California.

The evidence seems quite conclusive. Ualker's route

took him to Mono Lake.

The InterCanyon Ridge. The location of the west

trending ridge flanked by two precipitous canyons, which

was traversed by Walker's party has posed less of a problem

to previous interpreters, with Watson, Fletcher, and Farquhar
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clearly concluding this ridge to be the one between the

Tuolumne and flerced rivers, aspreviously noted. The iden-

tifying characteristic of the described ridge is the exis-

tence of precipitous canyons which must have been reasonably

close to each other (on the order of twentyfive kilometers,

perhaps).49 The distribution of Big Trees (Seguoladendron

iganteum) was considere,d as a differentiating characteristic,

but this distribution eliminated only one of the six major

intercanyon ridges extending to the San Joaquin Valley,

the ridge north of the Tuolumne drainage (hap).

Westwardtrending ridges in the Sierra Nevada are

somewhat typical of the portion of the range north of the

Merced River, but the TuolumneMerced divide is the best

representative in this respect (Map). The most aweinspiring

canyons of the Sierra Nevada flanking the San Joaquin Valley

are those of the Tuolumne, Merced, and Kings rivers, but

that of the Kings River has no other exceptional canyon near

it, and is much too far south from the point of Walker's

ascent in the neighborhood of Mono Lake. It 'is also to be

noted that the Tuolumne and Merced Rivers are generally no

more than about twentyfive kilometers apart in the middle

and higher elevations of the Sierra Nevada, where their

majestic valleys are formed. This distance is not approached

in any other pair ofcanyons.

The evidence above suggests that the TuolumneMerced

divide was the ridge traversed by Walker's party, but because
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of the highly subjective quality of' the topogtaphic features

described by Leonard, an attempt ua made to ascertain

whether any features described by Leonard were absent from

the TuolumneFlorced divide. Ps implied above, Big Trees

were present and conveniently located for discovery by a

large party traversing the ridge (Flap). Leonard's descrip-

tion of their descent along the ridge also suggested a some-

what benchlike character to the ridge on its westfacing
5fFslope. Wahrhaftig and Bateman demonstrated that just, such

a topography is characteristic of the Sierra Nevada south of'

the Tuolumne River.5' This includes the TunlumneMerced

divide.
Leonard also related securing a basket of huge acorns

dropped by an Indian whom they had frightened, and who "had

them on his back traveling as though he were on a journey
,,52across the mountain, to the east side. Stewart and

Bennyhoff have discussed characteristics of the considerable

trade occurring between the Miwok peoples of Yosemite Valley,
53and the Paiute of Mono Lake. I major portion of the trail

utilized uas along the TuolumneFlerced divide, and the major

pass over the Sierra Nevada summit was at Bloody Canyon about

eight kilometers southwest of Mono Lake (Map). One of the

common items of trade was acorns. The existence of a major

pass near Mono Lake is also noted to be in keeping with the

conclusion that Walker saw Mono Lake, because it was within

a day's travel along the mountain from the lake described
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that the trail to the west was found. Leonard s sugges

tion that horses had traveled the trail cannot be verified

in the anthropological literature, but that horses were

capable of crossing the pass is wellknown.55

Leonard's description of the terrain encountered. from

the eastern summit to the point where the intercanyon ridge

was encountered fits well the area about. the upper extremes

of the Tuolumne River, as does Joe [leek's possibly embel

Ushed desbription, which was mentioned earlier.56 As

Leonard indicates, the area about Bloody Canyon is barren of

vegetation; this area is one of only two zones essentially

devoid of vegetation in the High Sierra, the other being

further south.57 Other vegetation zones also seem to cor

respond well to, Leonard's'descriptions. In addition, des

criptions of the area by others do not contradict Leonard's

description, which in general gives the impression of being

surrounded by rugged peaks 'for the first three days.58

Plthough the evidence above is somewhat circumstantial,

a crossing by way of the TuolumneMerced divide seems to be

easily supportable. Having noted that the majority of pre

vious workers are in agreement, I haie concluded that Uaiker

crossed, along the ridge between the Tuolumne and Ilerced

Rivers.

Refining the Reconstruction

Four major locales have now been determined along
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Ualker's route: Humboldt Sink, Fono Lake, the ridge between

the Tuolumne and 1'Ierced Rivers, and the p'ains of the San

Joaquin Jalley butween the above rivers. It remains to fill

in a few more landmarks between these points (refer to Fap).

There have been many changes to the hydrographic

features of the Larson Desert over the years since 1833,

Byboth manmade and natually occurring. The descriptions

of the terminus of the Humbolt given by Hague and Emmons, by

Ridgway and by Kern, correspond.well to Leonardtsdescrip

tions.60 Thus, it is concluded that the physial descrip

tion of the lakes given by Leonard is that of the terminus

of the Humboldt river near the western extreme of Carson

Sink. It is also concluded that Walkers party encountered

Soda Lakes, and that these were the source of Leonardts first

61reference to the E. hians larvae. Walker s party next

crossed the Larson River, which according to earliest records,

was flowing only into the Carson Lake at the time.

Walker then passed by Larson Lake on the west side,

around the east end of the Desert, probably heading for the

Uassuk Range which was in view, and encountered Walker Lake

and River. That Walker saw this lake at least once on his

trip seems certain because on his next trip through the re-

gion in 1843 with the Childs party, he planned in advance to

rendezvous with a portion of the party at the lake; in addi

tion Walker himself apparently claimed to have crossed from



Carson Lake over the mountain to Walker's river and

lake...b2 Fromhere Walker continued to Mono Lake, and

I think it likely that Leonard simpl.y confused Walker and

Mono Lakes in his narrative, giving a description combining

the physical characteristics of' Mono Lake with Walker Lake's

proximity to the Carson Desert.

Two possible routes from Walker Lake to Mono Lake are

evident. Walker could have passed up Walker River, along

the east Fork, and over the east margin of Bodie Hills to

the Mono basin. f\lternatively, he could have passed east

of Walker Lake, to the south through Whisky Flat, and across

the Ahchorite Hills to the Mono basin, following a well
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traveled Indian route. Leonard s meager description of

the partys condition and of the terrain traversed, given

after arriving at what I have concluded to have been Mono

Lake, would favor the latter route.

Evidence suggests that Mono Pass at the head of

Bloody Canyon was very heavily traveled by the Indians of

Mono Lake, as previously mentioned. Thus it is most probable

that the trail leading up Rush and Walker creeks to Mono

Pass was the one folowed by Walker. From Mono Pass the most

likely route is down the Dana Fork of the Tuolumne River

into Tuolumne Meadows. It may be argued that travel along

this route should have been easier than Leonard described,

but I believe that the physical condition of the party would



probably have made any route difficult. In addition, the

snow pack could very likely have been much heavier in 1833

than it is now, if interpretations of çtacial size and his-

64
tory are correct.

From Tuolumne Meadows Walker's party probably attempted

in vain a descent into the canyon of the Tuolumne, and then

began following the ridge between the Tuolumne and Merced

rivers. P descent into the canyon of the Merced was also

likely attempted when the existence of a valley was dis-

covered. It is quite likely that Walker's party followed

the old Indian and stock trail along this ridge, passing

through the Merced Grove (or possibly the Tuolumne Grove) of

Big Trees, and down Bull Creek, as Walker. is alleged to have

stated.65 Walker probably followed close to the Merced

River from here, the description of the river given by

Leonard probably fitting the Merced slightly better than the

Tuolumne River, and in addition the Bull Creek drainage

would have led quickly to the Merced River. This inter-

pretation is also more in accordance with the previously

mentioned campsite near the mouth of the Tuolumne River

during the November 12, 1833 meteor shower. Thus Walker's

party would have followed down the Merced River, along the

San Joaquin River, and eventually out to the Pacific Coast.



I\J. CONCLUSIIJN

The route of the Walker expedition given above cor-

responds more closely to the information provided by the two

major sources (joseph Walker and Zenas Leonard) than any

previous interpretation. I believe it is also the result

of the most systematic attempt, and is the closest to being

correct.

Leonard described the use of crude pottery by the

Paiute in the vicinity of what I believe to be presentday

Humboldt Slough on the western border of Carson Sink, or

possibly in the vicinity nearer to Carson Lake.66 Stewart

previously concluded this pottery description referred to

the Paiute near Mono Lake.67 Should this interpretation of

WalkerTs route be accepted by anthropologists, along with

the basic veracity of Leonard's narrative, a contribution to

the ethnography of the Northern Paiute might be achieved,

establishing the use of' pottery by the Paiute of the Hum-

boldt or Carson Sinks.
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HUIIBOLDT SINK, NEVADA,

TO SAN JOAQ1JIN RIVER, CALIFORNIA

September 4, arrived at some lakes, supposed them

to be the sink; low swampy country, fine grass; encountered

plenty of' Indians, one had a beaver skin...Last lake in the

chain is the largest, stagnant, green scum; fly larvae in-

habits lake, blown onto shore in quantity by wind; fly

larvae gathered by Indians in willow baskets, dried for

winter provender...Indians small, weak, and hairy; subsist

upon grassseed, frogs, fish (scarce); fish speared with a

kind of bone hook; habitations formed of a round hole in

ground covered with sticks, grass, and earth; cook in a

pot made of stiff mud, falls apart after cooking a few

times because of sandy nature of mud...October 10, built

rafts of' rushes in crossed river, leaving these Indians

going toward large mountain in sight, snow on summit; en-

camped that evening at large lake formed by river which

heads in this mountain; lake has no outlet for water, which

is similar to lie, and tastes much like peariash, would be

of inestimable value if near large city, as it is admirably

calculated to wash clothes without soap; pumice stone abun

SOURCE: Extracted and paraphrased from Zenas Leonard, Adven-
tures of Zenas Leonard, Fur Trader, edited by John C. Ewers
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, l59), pp. 69-8?.



dant on lake surface and shore...Next day traveled up river

toward the mountain, which is very high, as snow extends

down side nearly half way; mountain runs north and south...

Next morning hunters found no sign of game, or practicable

pass; secured a colt and bag of fly larvae from natives...

Today found an Indian path...Next morning found that horses

traveled path, and thus it must come from the west...Next

morning started ascent, very difficult because of rocks

and steepness, encamped on side of mountain...October 16,

arrived at what we took for the tor; top covered with deep

snow; peeks covered with rocks and sand, incapable of vegeta-

tion except on south side where grows a kind of shrub...

Next day made but poor; snow drifted from peaks in some

ravines probably never melts...Next morning we continued,

occasionally crossed an Indian path, enccuntered hills,

rocks, deep snow; encamped at small lake with a small

quantity of grass; still no sign of game or opposite side

of mountain...Next morning found less snow, more timber,

a few small lakes, prospect of getting into a country

that produced some kind of vegetation; timber is a scrubby

and knotty cedar, pine, and redwood; encamped at another

small lake with some pasture...We had traveled for five

days since we arrived at what we supposed to be the sum-

mit and were now still surrounded with snow and rugged

peaks; traveled a few miles everyday still on top of the
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mountain, our course continually obstructed with snow,

hills, and rocks; began to encounter small streams

shooting out from under snowbanks, running in deep

chasms, then precipitating themselves from one lofty

precipice to another, until exhausted in rain below; some

of these precipices appeared to be more than a mile high;

unable to descend one of these precipices to the valley

below, we were obliged to keep along the top of the

dividing ridge between two of these chasms which seemed

to lead nearly in the direction we were going, which

was west, supposing the mountain to run north and south...

we continued in this manner until the 25th when we fright-

ened an Indian who dropped a basket full of very large

acorns...Next morning we continued still finding snow

in abundance, but less rocks; in two or three days arrived

at the brink of themountain, which was so near perpendicular

that descent would be foily...Next morning followed a pass

or Indian trail, descending with great difficulty, taking

a zigzag direction until we arrived at a ledge of rocks

of great height extending eight or ten miles along the

mountain, which we were forced to descend with ropes;

killed several dear and a bear,.,There was now little

snow, timber was larger and better, soil more fertile;

found some trees o' the redwood species, incredibly large,

some of which would measure from sixteen to eighteen fathom
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around the trunk at 'the height of a man's head from the

ground...In the evening of the 30th we arrived at the

base of' this mountain...On the 31st we pursued our

western course toward the plain; reached the margin of

the woods in the afternoon; deer and bear astonishingly

abundant...The following morning we traveled across the

plain, came to a large river heading in the mountain,

which formed very high banks even in smooth parts of

the country; but when flowing through rocks, the rocks

are sometimes piled up from a quarter to a half mile

high nearly perpendicular, and the water forces its way

tossing, pitching, and foaming, then spreads out in a

beautiful bay until it reaches the next rapids...In this

country the land is generally smooth and level and the

plains are very extensive; a number of beautiful rivers,

all heading in this rugged mountain, run parallel with

each other throughthe plain, also to the west; these

plains are in many places swarming with wild horses...

We continued traveling down the river until we arrived

at five Indian huts on the 7th of November, where we

traded for some horses which were marked with a Span-

ish brand.


